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ABSTRACT
I am a Christian. In my opinion, this is the most important way I can describe myself as a person. As a son,
brother, friend, employee, and student my Faith undeniably affects every facet of my life.
In an effort to make my last year as a student resonate on a personal level, I have combined my spiritual journey
with my academic one.
My intent was to characterize my Christian faith in order to introduce an architecture that embodies the duality of a
personal connection to God and a community experience based on fellowship.
My ten-week investigation of my beliefs, the Christian church, and architectural precedents has pointed me towards
designing a remote worship destination in an effort to explore the intersection that occurs between the spiritual and
earthly realms and between the individual and society.
My hope is that this design will embody my concept of the Christian faith as a process, or journey, and the nature
of that process causing a spiritual separation from society. My intention is to symbolically represent a journey, a
point of rest and introspection, and to capture the nature of worship with an architecture and how that architecture
responds to a site.
My process thus far has been incredibly introspective and educational on so much more than an academic plane.
My early research was fueled by cynicism and frustration with how I have seen the Christian faith and church represented in America today. However, diving deeper into the spirituality of Christian worship I have gained a beautiful
perspective on our relationship with God and each other. I can only hope that my solution will reflect the spiritual
growth I have experienced.
If you want to make God laugh, tell Him your plans.

Folk Proverb

This drawing is meant to symbolize the intersection at which God,
the Earth, the individual, and society meet.

PREFACE

I am a Christian. In my opinion, this
is the most important way I can describe myself as a person. As a son,
brother, friend, employee, and student my Faith undeniably affects every facet of my life.
In an effort to make my last year as
a student resonate on a personal
level, I have combined my spiritual
journey with my academic one.
My intent was to characterize my
Christian faith in order to introduce
an architecture that embodies the
duality of a personal connection to
God and a community experience
based on fellowship.
My ten-week investigation of my beliefs, the Christian church, and architectural precedents has pointed me
towards designing a remote worship
destination in an effort to explore
the intersection that occurs between
the spiritual and earthly realms and
between the individual and society.
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My hope is that this design will embody my concept of the Christian
faith as a process, or journey, and
the nature of that process causing a
spiritual separation from society. My
intention is to symbolically represent
a journey, a point of rest and introspection, and to capture the nature

of worship with an architecture and
how that architecture responds to a
site.
My process thus far has been incredibly introspective and educational on
so much more than an academic
plane. My early research was fueled by cynicism and frustration with
how I have seen the Christian faith
and church represented in America
today. However, diving deeper into
the spirituality of Christian worship
I have gained a beautiful perspective on our relationship with God
and each other. I can only hope that
my solution will reflect the spiritual
growth I have experienced.
If you want to make God laugh, tell
Him your plans.
Folk Proverb

TESTIMONY
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In me there is darkness, but with you
there is light;
I am lonely, but You do not leave
me;
I am feeble at heart, but with You
there is help;
I am restless, but with You there is
peace.
In me there is bitterness, but with
You there is patience;
I do not understand Your ways, but
You know the way for me.
Lord Jesus Christ,
You were poor and in distress, a
captive and forsaken as I am.
You know all man’s troubles; You
abide with me when all men fail me;
You remember and seek me; it is
Your will that I should know You and
turn to You.
Lord I hear Your call and follow.
Help me.
1
Dietrich Bonhoeffer

Testimony is a word often used
within Christian culture. To give your
testimony is to tell the story of how
Jesus Christ entered your life. In my
experience, testimonies are stories
of change; how coming to accept
Christ into our heart has a miracles
effect on your life. This is my story:
Growing up, my family regularly attended the University Presbyterian
Community Church in my hometown of Fairbanks, Alaska. When I
was old enough to move beyond the
donated wooden toys and watereddown juice of the nursery, I began attending Sunday school. It was here
I heard my first Bible stories and
was introduced to the idea of God,
Jesus, faith, and sin. Aside from the
traditional pre-meal prayer, however, these concepts were rarely discussed at home.
When I was 10 years old, my grandmother passed away after a long
fight with pancreatic cancer. She
was a wonderful woman: small in
stature, dark skinned, black haired
and always smiling. She was an integral part of my two older sisters’
lives and mine. After her death, my
mother was overwhelmed with loss
and plummeted into depression. For
a little more than a year, my family
did not attend church and my moth-

er’s crying jags often interrupted our
family dinners.
Having moved across town to help
my grandpa with the care of his dying
wife, I was now entering 5th grade at
a new school. It was the start of a
turbulent year. My “new kid” status
helped me gain popularity but this
only fueled my rebellion. Despite
excelling academically, on the playground I was a bully, punctuating my
behavior with harsh language and
an assertion of athletic superiority.
The days raced by, but my nights
were long and sleepless at age eleven. I was plagued by hard questions
about morality, death, and the God I
swallowed so easily growing up. My
insomnia lead to tears and when I
did sleep, I often awoke in what was
diagnosed as night terrors, screaming and crying, frightening my older
sisters.
Sitting on the floor of my room one
night, I pulled a Bible off the shelf. A
blue, leather-bound children’s Bible,
complete with illustrations, which
had been a gift as toddler and I doubt
had ever been opened before that
night. You could say I began to look
to the Bible for answers, but what I
think happened was that I began to
make a connection to my personal

Me at 24.

struggles with the existence of a personal God.

TESTIMONY
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Ask and it will be given to you; seek
and you will find; knock and the door
will be opened to you.
Matthew 7:7 (NIV)2
That night was pivotal in my process
of seeking and understanding God.
I asked the questions and was met
with answers in the form a faith that
was becoming real. The remarkable
thing was that my personal transformation coincided with a similar experience had by my mother. She became the spiritual center of my family
and we began attending church regularly again. The following year was
a humbling one as I was diagnosed
with a bone disease in my left knee
that landed me on crunches and in
wheelchairs for much of the summer before sixth grade. By the time
I was able to walk again, my sisters
and I had completed a confirmation
class at the end of which we were
baptized. Though the ceremony,
which is meant as a symbol of our
conscience commitment to our
Christian faith, took place before our
Presbyterian congregation, I did not
choose to become a member of the
Presbyterian denomination. From
the beginning I had a clear sense
that my faith was personal and my

beliefs were something to be explored and wrestled with. Therefore,
joining a specific denomination has
never made sense to me.
Then the man said, “Your name will
no longer be Jacob, but Israel, because you have struggled with God
and with men and have overcome.
3
Genesis 32:28 (NIV)
I am 24 years old and have called
myself a Christian for the last 13. It
has been a struggle, rife with doubts
and challenges, but more importantly
a blessed journey with an overarching sense of peace and revelation.
Just as my knee healed beyond the
expectations of my doctor, I have
overcome doubt and disillusionment
and found real peace and fulfillment
through my faith.
We have all experienced times of
exaltation on the mountaintop, when
we see things from God’s perspective and have wanted to stay there.
But God will never allow us to stay
there. The true test of our spiritual
life is exhibiting the power to descend from the mountain.
The mountaintop is not meant to
teach us anything, it is meant to
make us something.
4
Oswald Chambers

BELIEFS

The more I grow in my faith, the more
my thirst for knowledge grows. In
studying the scriptures of the Bible,
reading theology (Christian and nonChristian alike), and seeking inspiration in music, art, film, or any form,
I have continually been encouraged
in my beliefs.
As a Christian, I believe:
In one God who is the creator of all
things and existing in three equal
persons: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
That Jesus Christ walked the Earth
as a man, born of the virgin Mary,
but also as the true Son of God.
That Jesus Christ died for our sins,
crucified on the cross, as a perfect
sacrifice so that we may experience
eternal life.
That the Holy Spirit is present in the
world to make us aware of our need
for Jesus Christ and to live in us the
moment we come to trust Jesus,
sealing our eternal destiny.
That the Holy Bible is the inspired
Word of God.
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And perhaps most importantly, I believe that man has fallen from God’s

grace but that because His son was
punished in our place, God forgives
our sins and has promised eternal
life.
These beliefs can be called doctrinal, but it is the faith behind them
that affects my life. By describing my
faith I can begin to paint a picture of
what being Christian means to me.

31 excerpts from my spiritual journal that I kept over the ten-week
investigation of my faith.

FAITH
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For me, it has been important to realize that the Christian faith is both
personal and evolving. It is centered
on a relationship with God on an individual basis. More often than not,
God does not present Himself tangibly. He gives us a chance to choose
to believe in Him. I believe it is our
struggle with the comprehension of
the intangible that enables faith to
exist and therefore validate our worship.
We should never have the thought
that our dreams of success are
God’s purpose for us. In fact, His
purpose may be exactly the opposite. We have the idea that God is
leading us toward a particular end
or desired goal, but He is not. The
question of whether or not we arrive at a particular goal is of little importance, and reaching it becomes
merely an episode along the way.
What we see as only the process of
reaching a particular end, God sees
as the goal itself.
It is the process, not the outcome, which is glorifying to God.
God’s purpose is to enable
me to see that He can walk on the
storms of my life right now. If we
have a further goal in mind, we are
not paying enough attention to the
present time. However, if we realize
that moment-by-moment obedience

is the goal, then each moment as it
comes is precious.
5
Oswald Chambers
God knows our situation; He will not
judge us as if we had no difficulties
to overcome. What matters is the
sincerity and perseverance of our
will to overcome them.
C. S. Lewis6
Everyday brings a new series of decisions that test my faith. I believe
the outcome of each decision will
either bring my will closer to God’s
will or further. It is my intention that
God cares about, not my success.
The beautiful part is that I need only
to ask and God will add His strength
to my own to grow closer to Him, regardless of the challenges that life
brings.
Through our faith, we fulfill God’s intention for us: to worship Him above
ourselves.

Diagrammatic sketches exploring the
church as a relationship between the individual, society, and God.

WORSHIP AND THE CHURCH

Worship is the key aspect of the
Christian life, which is defined as
the very pursuit of God’s will. The
Protestant tradition of worship emphasizes the proclamation of the
Word of God, whether through song,
sermon, or scripture reading. While
worship occurs on a daily basis for
a Christian, worship as a congregation induces fellowship, an essential
component of the Christian faith.
A church, as a built environment,
provides a unique place for Christians to worship God as a congregation. The Apostle Paul in his letter to
the Ephesians describes the Church
this way:
Christ is the head of the Church, his
body, of which he is the Savior.
7
Ephesians 5:23 (NIV)
In one sense, the church is the Christian population as a whole; the Body
of Christ unified by their beliefs and
service. Through ministry, charity,
and Christian education, the church
is called to exemplify the character
of Jesus Christ.
A private relationship of worshiping
God is the greatest essential element of spiritual fitness.
Oswald Chambers8
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While “a private relationship of worshiping God” remains a prerequisite,
it is the fellowship that occurs within
the church that makes it a unique
experience. Support and encouragement is needed in order to cope with
the difficulty of an ongoing pursuit of
God’s will, which demands so much
more than we are capable of.
The atmosphere provided by a
church gives Christians the opportunity to commune with God but also
with each other and subsequently
learn from one another, building up
a collective faith.
Furthermore, congregational worship takes place in a sanctuary, or
a place of refuge. Churches offer
more than a building for the faithful to gather and worship, but also
a point of rest and introspection. A
church is meant to enhance the feeling of connectedness with God while
protecting one from the worries and
persecution of the world. It is this
duality, the personal experience and
that of the community, which gives
the church environment its uniqueness.
And let us consider how we may
spur one another on toward love
and good deeds. Let us not give up
meeting together, as some are in the

habit of doing, but let us encourage
one another- and all the more as you
see the Day approaching.
9
Hebrews 10:24-25 (NIV)

In order to pursue an architectural
solution that captures the duality of
the church experience spatially and
conceptually, I find it extremely valid
to investigate architectural precedents.
I have been selective in my choosing of buildings to study and have
narrowed my focus to four, each one
with specific qualities and strategies
to offer.

PRECEDENTS

PRIVATE CHAPEL
This small-scale worship space is a
statement about isolation and separation. Not only its remote location
in relation to the residential project
it accommodates, but also its autonomous form shows a contrast to
the natural world, which, to me, is
a comment on our own separation
from this realm and human nature.
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
Peter Eisenman’s concept for this
memorial gets at the essence of intimacy and isolation but not without
a concern for the experience on a
community level.
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This project is also an excellent example of Eisenman’s interest in the
10
study of signs and symbols . With
this memorial he adds an iconic feature to Berlin.

CHAPEL OF ST. IGNATIUS
In religious architecture, light is often
used as a powerful symbol and atmospheric tool. This makes the use
and control of light a delicate and
important component to any faithbased design. Undoubtedly, St. Ignatius is one of the best examples of
the architect using light as a material
that I have experienced.
Furthermore, this chapel demonstrates Holl’s interest in the impression of space provided by the con11
trolling and coloring of light .
SÄYNÄTSALO TOWN HALL
Alvar Aalto has been called a master of creating a sense of place. His
Town Hall at Säynätsalo is certainly
one his best examples of this. Aalto
was interested in the principal that
we inform ourselves with regard
to place through sound and touch
more than sight. Also, that interest
is created when that which logically
follows a sequence is denied12. This
principal may affect my solution as I
begin to emphasize the concept of
faith as a journey comprised of alternate pathways.
I was also struck with Aalto’s humane treatment of space, in addition to the similarities between the
site and central Alaska, where I was

raised and where my project site is
located.

These images show the
abstract
autonomous
form of the Private Chapel and its abrupt relationship with the landscape.
The photos to the lower
left show how the irregular forms change
the light that enters the
space.

PRIVATE CHAPEL
Estudio Sancho-Madridejos
Valleaceron, Almadenejos, Spain
Completed in 2001
The small chapel is part of a site containing other residential buildings by
the architects.

PRECEDENTS

At the northeast corner of the site
and situated lower in topography the
chapel conveys a sense of separation, abstraction and solitude which
are all concepts that I can relate to
my solution.
What struck me about the photos are
the harsh transitions from ground to
building to sky. I am interested in
this disjointed relationship between
the building and its immediate surroundings as a device to represent
the concept of separation. The idea
of an abstract form rebelling against
a natural setting may be of symbolic
importance to my solution as a metaphor for the Christian life diverging
from the social norms of today.
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The chapel departs from the symmetrical, pure forms that have often
been associated with embodying
and evoking the religious experience
and abstracts and eschews them
but without resorting to organic and
arguably pagan forms of some of its
13
Modern predecessors .

“What Sanco-Madridejos manage to
deliver is something that is exactingly contemporary, gorgeous yet austere, sophisticated and complex but
without pretension, self-consciousness or extravagance.”
The building’s only piece of iconography is a cross at eye level, visible
through a trapezoid of glass next to
the door, and a small “minute” window aligned to one side of it exposing a square of blue sky. The cross
is a clear metaphor for the “ordering
and calming presence of God” as
other planes align to this single perpendicular angle.
Allowing religious iconography to
play a key role in the actual organization of the building, in my opinion,
is an exceptional concept that I will
consider with my solution.
Positioned on an apex of land with
virtually flat horizons visible in all directions, lighting opportunities are
plentiful. Shafts of light fall into the
space creating dramatic compositions. The combinations of the irregular planes and how the light
and shadows are changed is often
confusing to the eye, but not without
compositional value. The patterns
of light and shadows of the mullions

also serve to unify floor, wall, and
ceiling.
The private chapel has been compared to the religious architecture of
Rudolf Schwarz. Schwarz thought
religious architecture should be created with forms that are not hindered
by their functionality as a worship
space, but should be an artistic expression, which through its success
as such “could be called and felt to
14.
be holy”
I agree with Schwarz in that artistic
expression may be more important
in the pursuit of a sacred architecture. However, functionality will also
be a concern as I am tackling the
duality of personal and community
spaces.

The photos to the left
show the vastness of
the project as well as the
intimate spaces that are
formed.

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL

PRECEDENTS

Memorial to the Murdered Jews of
Europe

rience, not as a holy place.
Peter Eisenman16

Peter Eisenman
Berlin, Germany
Opened in 2005

The concrete forms are each a unique
size and shape and all slightly tilt in
different directions. The cobblestone
pathways flow through the plinths,
rising and lowering creating a variety of experiences out of the simple
forms17. The most notable change
when working your way through the
site is how much deeper the corridors become as you move towards
the center of the memorial. Also, the
widths of the pathways are just large
enough for one person to pass easily through. This concentration on the
experience of the individual evokes
a feeling of isolation.

The Monument to the Murdered Jews
of Europe is a field of 2,700 concrete
slabs near the Brandenburg Gate in
Berlin, Germany. The monument is
situated between the East and West
Berlin of the Cold War.
Peter Eisenman, an American architect, had his design approved for the
project in 1999. The 204, 440 square
foot site (approximately 4.7 acres)
is an undulating maze of concrete
plinths. Some critics of the design
complain that it is too abstract and
that its omission of religious iconography makes it too secular. However, those who support the abstract,
iconic solution hope that it will be15
come part of Berlin’s identity .
One of Eisenman’s goals was to
create an iconic feature for Berlin,
but not necessarily a religious one.
Despite the memorials inherent religious meaning, Eisenman had this
to say of the park:
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I like to think that people will use it
for short cuts, as an everyday expe-

When visiting the Memorial to the
Murdered Jews of Europe, I was
amazed at the vastness of the site
and also at how easy it was to feel
separate from the countless other
people exploring the corridors. Perhaps that was Eisenman’s intent:
to express the vastness of the Holocaust and isolation of the Jewish
people simultaneously.
This duality of space is certainly applicable to my solution. Capturing the
essence of the personal space as
well as the community space within
one cohesive design is something
that I am very much interested in.

[IMAGES OF ST. IGNATIUS]

These images show how
Holl controls the light
quality and color with his
seven “light bottles”.
The elevations below
show these “bottles”, or
skylights.

CHAPEL OF ST. IGNATIUS
Steven Holl Architects
University of Seattle, WA campus
Completed in1997

PRECEDENTS

With the Chapel of St. Ignatius, Steven Holl Architects show a mastery
of the qualities of light by letting it
dictate the form of the building. Designed around seven “bottles” of
light, St. Ignatius directs light into its
spaces, filtering it through colored
glass and in some cases redirecting
it with perpendicular wall planes.
Each “bottle”, or skylight, offers a different color of stained glass, signifying the different parts of the building
through color. Looking up into one of
Holl’s “bottles” one can easily experience his “practical and playful solution” to lighting that has drawn much
18
acclaim .
Holl’s interest in altering the impression of a space by using light is intriguing tome as I consider how light
is treated within my solution. Moving
beyond the religious symbolism associated with light, it may used to
change the quality of a space in order to evoke feelings such as peace,
contentment, or holiness.
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Acoustics were also a concern for
Holl. The asymmetrical volume of
the sanctuary, along with the rough,

hand-textured plaster walls, help
carry sound quit effectively. When
traveling with a group of architecture
students, our professor and guide
asked if anyone would to lend their
voice in order to demonstrate the
fine acoustics of the space. A fellow student and friend of mine stood
and delivered some of a Latin choral piece he had been studying as
part of the university choir. His voice
projected through the colorfully light
space with angelic ease.
The acoustics of St. Ignatius’ sanctuary add another level of functionality and beauty to the small chapel. I
hope to achieve a similar acoustical
quality with my solution as it will include a sanctuary of similar size and
function.

These photos of the
town hall show how the
materiality, hierarchy of
volumes, and landscaping help the building fit
into the natural landscape.

PLAN at ground level

PLAN at court level

SÄYNÄTSALO TOWN HALL
Alvar Aalto
Jyväskylä, Finland
Completed in1952

PRECEDENTS

We may define the ideal outcome of
architecture as being that a building
should serve as an instrument which
mediates all the positive influences
and intercepts all the negative influences affecting man…a building
cannot carry out this task unless it
is itself as finely nuanced as the surroundings in which it stands.
Alvar Aalto19
Aalto is often praised for his attention to creating place and the Town
Hall at Säynätsalo is certainly a
prime example.
I remember leaning against the window of the train in the fall of 2005
on my way north out of Helsinki.
The more rural the surroundings
became the more it reminded me of
home. At a similar latitude as central
Alaska, Finland also shares much of
the same prominent trees. For long
stretches during the train ride, the
white trunks of paper birches with
brilliant fall foliage and tall, slender
poles of spruce trees were the only
thing visible along the tracks.
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The idea of the site experience
beginning with the journey to it in-

trigues me. I intend to emphasize
the concept of a spiritual journey
with my solution and my experience
travelling to Säynätsalo has caused
me to consider where the physical
journey to my site begins and how
that progression might be used symbolically.

surroundings may prove useful as I
explore the progression from natural
landscape to a built environment that
emphasizes the supernatural.

Approaching Aalto’s Säynätsalo
Town Hall, its connection with its
surroundings is evident immediately.
The simple material palette of brick,
stone, and wood fit comfortably in
the rural setting. Clusters of vertical
wooden poles are used as window
accents that communicate with the
slender spruce trunks surrounding
the Hall and encourage ivy growth,
adding a literal connection to the
vegetation20. The Hall also acts as a
transition from ground to the towering
spruce with its hierarchy of volumes,
with the council chambers at the approximately 55 foot apex. The raised
courtyard allows the building to be
partially enveloped by the earth, with
large, terracing steps of landscaping
pouring out of the southwest corner,
reminiscent of the topography lines
found on a site map.

In parliament buildings and courthouses the court has preserved its
inherited value from the time of ancient Crete, Greece and Rome to
the Medieval and Renaissance periods21.

The concept of bridging from an
earthly realm to a spiritual one is
important to my concept. Säynätsalo’s example of connecting with its

The Hall’s courtyard form was taken
from Italian precedent and use explained by Aalto this way:

The Hall is a multifunction building that houses the local council,
a library, government offices and
residential spaces. Aalto’s ingenious
detailing from Japanese-inspired
wooden screens, to the custom door
handles and furniture, to the Medieval-esque timberwork of the council
chamber roof helps him to humanize
each space creating one of our finest
examples of architectural place22.

SITE SELECTION

At the start of my process, I felt
that my solution could be site-less.
My feeling was that I was working
towards a universal concept of a
bridge to the intangible and therefore could be independent of a tangible setting.

As part of my research I have explored the role of a church in life of
a Christian. To me, the essence of
church is to worship God on a personal level as well as on that of a
community. It is within this duality
that I have found my opportunity.

However, as I explored further I came
to see the location, scale, and qualities of a potential site as a vehicle
with which to express my concept of
faith and worship.

One quality of Christianity that I
have discovered is that it is a faith of
separation. It is built on a willful separation from our own human nature:
a rejection of sin in pursuit of true
peace through unselfishness and
an understanding of God’s character. My experience also reveals that
Christianity calls one to make lifestyle choices that are separate from
the social norms of today.

The site would become not only a
point of beginning, but part of the
design itself in that it could inherently embody the qualitative aspects
I was pursuing in an architecture.
Once I accepted my need for a site,
I purposefully delayed the task of
selecting one in order to let my investigation of my faith help me define what qualitative aspects of a site
and building I was interested in.
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Understanding that my concept of
faith is continually evolving, my tenweek investigation has provided me
with a snapshot of what Christianity
is to me at this point in my spiritual
process. I have drawn from Scripture, theology, and prayer and now
seek a design solution that will make
a statement about this summary of
my Faith.

With my analysis of faith and worship in mind, I donned warm clothing,
a knit hat, and gloves and began riding my bike south on 19th Ave. here
in Bozeman, Montana. I brought my
digital camera and a vague idea of
the qualities I was looking for in a
potential site.
As I biked for hours, leaving the university campus, Bozeman, and the
scatter of ranches houses behind
I thought about the remoteness of
a site lending itself to my solution.
Approaching Hyalite Canyon Road,
I stopped pedaling and stood with

my bike looking south towards the
Bridger Mountains. I recalled a place
near my home in Alaska that suddenly felt perfect for my site. A piece
of land my parents had purchased
on the Salcha River an hour from
their home in Fairbanks. I had occasionally used the wooded spot on
the river for camping in the summer
and was familiar with it.
I immediately biked back towards
Bozeman becoming increasingly
convinced that this riverfront property would become my site. Snow
flurries blew in from the northwest
with winds that stopped my bike and
me twice. When I finally made it to
my rented house on West Babcock
Street, I was covered in snow and
had selected my site.
Analyzing my chosen site has also
been an important step in developing a qualitative program. The location, scale, context, climate, and
other conditions have all proven to
be potential assets for expressing
my concept of remote worship.

FAIRBANKS
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1 inch = 375 miles
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LOCATION

SIZE AND ZONING

LEGAL

64º 28’ N 146° 58’ W

The site is made up of lot 19 through
21 of the Old Valdez Estates. The
site’s total square footage is 251,907
square feet.

The Old Valdez Estates is an undeveloped subdivision of properties.
The area has potential for residential development or fishing cabins to
take advantage of the Salcha River’s
salmon runs.

Old Valdez Estates Lot 19, 20, and
21
Coho Avenue
Salcha-Moose Creek, Alaska 99714
Mile 326 of Richardson Highway, 38
miles southeast of Fairbanks, Alaska23
Located within the Fairbanks Northstar Borough, which is roughly the
size of Rhode Island with a population of 87,849 (2005 census).

SITE ANALYSIS
As demonstrated with the images
on the opposite page, the location
of the site is remote on many levels.
This remoteness is what first drew
me to it as the concept of separation
entered my analysis of my faith.
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The north boundary is the gravel access road (Coho Avenue) that runs
east to west and ends in a cul-de-sac
to the north of lot 20. To the south is
the rocky bank of the Salcha River.
To the west, the trees retreat further
north from the river revealing a wide
sandbar littered with gray driftwood
and river rocks. To the east are several more lots of similar size that follow the bend of the river.

This hypothetical solution will ignore
the existing residential covenants
and take into consideration the potential need for a buffer between the
project site and future residential development.
UTILITIES
Phone and power are available on
site, however a well must be dug
to provide water. Heating oil would
have to be trucked from North Pole,
27 miles to the northwest.
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NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT
Old Valdez Estates consists of 21
undeveloped, heavily wooded subdivided lots bisected by a gravel access road that connects to the Richardson Highway at mile 326 (Alaska
Highway #2). To the south is the Salcha River, which bends to the north
to form the subdivision’s southern
boundary.

SITE ANALYSIS

At mile 364 to the northwest is the
town of Fairbanks with a population of 31,324 (2005 census). In between the Old Valdez Estates and
Fairbanks lie the town of North Pole
at mile 349.5 (population 1,778) and
Eielson Air Force Base at mile 341
(population 5,400). Just past the Estates at mile 325.5 is the rural community of Salcha with a population
of 854. 2.1 miles further on the Richardson highway is the Salcha River
State Recreation Site with 95 campsites and a boat launch, 2 river miles
24
downstream from the site .
The site’s very location relative to
the surrounding urban areas offers a
physical separation that echoes the
spiritual one from society that I have
experienced as a Christian, and may
be utilized in my solution metaphorically.
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SITE ANALYSIS

The immediate vehicular circulation
is limited to the gravel access road
to the north of the site called Coho
Avenue. This road connects to the
Richardson Highway a half mile to
the north. The two-lane Richardson Highway, or Alaska Highway
#2, begins at Fairbanks, 38 miles
northwest of the site, and ends at
the harbor town of Valdez, 328 miles
to the south on the coast of the Gulf
of Alaska. The vehicular traffic to
the site would most likely be coming
from the north from the larger communities such as Fairbanks, North
Pole, and Eielson Air Force Base
(see Neighborhood Context).
The site can also be accessed by
boat. The nearest boat launch is 2
river miles downstream at the Salcha River State Recreation and
Campsite.
In the winter, the site can be reached
by snowmachine or dog team on the
frozen river, though North Pole and
Fairbanks are 22 and 40 river miles
away, respectively, via the Tanana
25
River .
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The access to the site is limited. With
the closest community concealed by
the thick trees and the nearest town
over 2,000 people 38 miles away, a
short trip is required to visit the site.
The required travel introduces the
metaphor of a journey, a concept
often paired with the Christian faith.
My spiritual process has been a journey and continues to be as I struggle with doubt and disillusionment
as well as discover more about my
faith. I feel that the process of travelling to the site can be representative
of the daily process experienced by
Christians. This process, or journey,
could then be accentuated by an onsite procession.

COHO AVENUE

SALCHA
RIVER
1 inch = .4 miles

SANDBAR

TREES

SITE
BOUNDARY

TOP: View from cul-de-sac in winter.
BOTTOM: Underbrush and birch trees of site.

NATURAL PHYSICAL FEATURES
The only man-made feature of the
site is the existing gravel road to the
north of the three-lot site. The site
itself is heavily wooded with mostly
paper birch and aspen and a few
white spruces. The underbrush is
thick with an overgrown trail that
moves through the tall slender trees
to a grassy expanse before reaching
the steep incline of the rocky riverbank.

SITE ANALYSIS

The Salcha River forms the southern boundary of the site. The Salcha flows from headwaters in the
Tanana Hills 120 miles northeast of
its mouth where it joins the Tanana
River less than two river miles from
the Old Valdez Estates. The Richardson Highway crosses over the
Salcha three river miles upstream
from where it meets the Tanana. It
is near this bridge that the Salcha
River State Recreation Campsite
and Boat Launch are located.
There are many cabins along the
lower 70 miles of the river. Access is
limited to boat and aircraft upstream
from the Richardson Bridge and
snowmachine or dog team in the
winter when frozen.
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SEISMIC
The Salcha River is a popular destination for fishing. It supports a run
of King Salmon as wells as Chum
Salmon (spawning) in the mid to late
summer. There are also 8 different
26
resident species of fish .
The tall trees of the site offer opportunities to control how the light enters the site. Also, the slender trunks
of the birch and aspen are mostly
branchless at the human level. Left
untouched, they may be used to create alternate pathways through the
site, yet another metaphorical device. I believe there is an absolute
truth to be pursued as a person of
faith, but perhaps as many alternate
paths towards it as there are individuals in this world.
Water has always been a strong
symbol in the Christian faith. A water baptism is usually performed
as a symbol of one’s recognition of
Christ’s sacrifice and commitment
to seeking God’s will. The Salcha
River may prove useful not only as
a symbol, but as an actual site for
baptisms to be performed. This site
function is certainly something I will
consider for my solution.

Stress due to convergence of the
Pacific and North American plates
transmits great distances, well in to
interior Alaska.
Most earthquakes are associated
with the large-scale fault systems of
the Denali Fault in the south of the
interior and the Kaltag and Tintina in
the north. The majority of the shocks
occur in a zone of distributed shear
deformation between these two
faults.
These earthquakes align in three
major zones: the Minto Flats, Fairbanks, and Salcha seismic zones,
27
the last of which includes the site .
As with most of Alaska, seismic concerns will be a factor with material
choices and construction methods.
For example, brick is rarely used in
Alaska due to potential seismic activity.

SENSORY

SITE ANALYSIS

VISUAL[sight]:

AUDIBLE[sound]:

TACTILE[touch]:

Turning south onto the gravel access
road from the Richardson Highway,
within a quarter mile the only thing
visible are the tall, slender birch and
aspen trees and interspersed white
spruces. A right turn, to the west,
leads to a cul-de-sac that appears to
be carved out of the heavily wooded
area.

The wind at the site is minimal yearround which allows for virtually
complete stillness in the trees. No
leaves rustling and no traffic to be
heard from the highway leaves only
the sound of your feet as you trudge
through the thick brush and branchlittered ground. When the riverbank
is reached, the Salcha appears to
move slowly along this wide bend,
the quiet allowing the noise of the
water moving past the rocky bank to
be noticeable.

As you move through the site from
north to south, the textures change
with the terrain.

Entering the trees to the south,
on foot, an overgrown trail winds
through the trees of lot 20, through
the brush, over a small creek, and
finally opens into a grassy expanse
after about 100 yards. The tall grass
stretches for another 50 feet before
it hangs over the rocky, inclined bank
of the Salcha River. The river is deep
and powerful along this bend, 50
yards across in some places. To the
west, the trees retreat back further
from the riverbank, exposing a wide
sandbar littered with gray driftwood
and piles of rocks perfect for skipping on the water.
Though the gravel road is half a
football field length away, the solitude felt on the bank is limitless. The
surrounding, uninhabited hills are
visible for miles to the south. On a
clear day, the giant, snow-covered
mountains of the Alaska Range are
visible in the far distance.
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OLFACTORY[smell]:
The majority of the year, the site is
blanketed with two to three feet of
snow and the river is frozen enough
to drive a car on. Birch and Aspen are
the dominant tree species, which are
left leafless for almost nine months.
These arctic conditions make smells
hard to come by during the winter
months. The cold air is fresh and
still with nothing but the occasional
snowmachine exhaust to pollute it.
During the summer, cranberry and
rosehip bushes and leaves cover
the ground giving off familiar smells
to any Alaska but without the pine
smell of other areas that may be
dominated by spruce trees.

The access road is composed of
gravel that was trucked in from a
nearby pit. The gravel is made up
of fist-sized smooth rock and gray
sand.
The majority of the site is wooded
with large paper birch and slender
aspen. The birch trunks are soft to
the touch with fragile, papery bark
while the interspersed aspen are
smooth and hard, both cover the
ground with small, brittle leaves in
the fall that crunch under foot in the
dry climate.
Early winter brings two to three feet
of snow that becomes powdery and
dry as the temperatures drop well
below zero for several months. The
top of the snow hardens and is rough
and sharp to the touch.
During both summer and winter the
sensory aspects of the site create
a rich and tranquil setting. It is my
hope that this calm and natural context will help me evoke a sense of
introspection and contemplation with
my solution.

TOP: View of the frozen Salcha River
from the site.
BOTTOM: Churches of Fairbanks. From
left to right, St. Matthew’s, First Presbyterian, and Zion Lutheran at night with a
nativity scene ice sculpture.

HUMAN AND CULTURAL
RURAL SETTING
The immediate surrounding area of
the site is unpopulated and heavily
wooded. The site is rural and remote
with the nearest communities having
little cultural impact.

SITE ANALYSIS

The town of Salcha is the nearest community with a population of
854. Salcha is virtually indiscernible
from the highway with it’s homes
and buildings scattered throughout
the thick trees of the area. The river
attracts both sustenance and recreational fisherman. The campsite at
mile 323.4 of the highway, 2 river
miles downstream from the site, attracts locals and tourists alike for
the camping, boating and fishing accommodations28.
PSYCHOLOGICAL
The site itself is isolated even from
rural Salcha. Aside from the gravel
road that connects the site to the
highway, the natural, virtually untouched setting evokes a sense of
separation from society and urban
culture. The stillness of the tall trees
and slow power of the wide river is
calming and pleasant.
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In the winter, the banks of the river
disappear under the snow. The view
to the south is that of a barren, frozen landscape with seemingly end-

less rolling hills of glittering trees.
The winter months magnify the feeling of isolation by the utter stillness
of the frozen surroundings.
As I have stated previously, I am interested in the remote location and
sensory aspects of the site to help
my solution embody my concept of
faith. These conditions create a psychological experience that I hope to
blend with a spiritual one.
CHURCH DEMOGRAPHICS
It is my hope that users of the site
will not be limited to people from the
surrounding rural area, but also be
those who travel from Eielson Air
Force Base, North Pole, and Fairbanks.
The churches within these communities are most likely have interest in a remote worship destination.
Salcha and Eielson both support
one church each, while North Pole
has 32 Christian churches listed.
Fairbanks, by far the largest urban
area within 400 miles, supports 128
Christian churches.
Based on the 2005 census of the
Fairbanks Northstar Borough and
the phone listings for Christian
churches, it can be inferred that
there is approximately one Christian
church for every 542 people29.

It is my feeling that this concentration of Christian places of worship
suggests a potential high interest in
a remote worship destination.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

All climate charts based on Salcha, Alaska30
Fig. 4

Fig. 5

CLIMATE
TEMPERATURE [fig. 1]
The average site temperatures
range from the mid-70’s ºF in late
June to well below 0º F in December
and January. The interior of Alaska
can also experience extreme highs
up to the mid 90’s ºF and lows down
to minus 50º F.
PRECIPITATION [fig. 2]
The site average precipitation is not
only far below the average for the
united states, but below one inch the
majority of the year.
WIND [fig. 3]

SITE ANALYSIS

The wind experienced on site is negligible with average speeds never
rising into the range of the national
average with a year-round site average of approximately 6mph or less.
CLOUD COVER [fig. 4]
Though the precipitation levels are
dramatically low, the number of
cloudy days are consistently about
half for any month of the year.
HUMIDITY [fig. 5]
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The humidity levels for the site never
rise above 70% with a massive dip
during the summer months. This
causes the summer to feel cooler
due to the dry air.

One of the main aspects I intend to
pursue with my solution is the duality
of personal spirituality and the spiritual experience of a community. The
changes within the climate from one
extreme to the other offers its own
duality that will require the architecture of my solution to be shaped accordingly.
Lighting, the transition between interior and exterior, and seasonal functions will be major concerns, but not
without opportunity.
The winter months are dark and
cold while the summer brings virtual
24-hour daylight. These opposing
conditions may require fenestration,
lighting, and spaces that are equally
as opposite from season to season.
Another approach may be to create
spaces that respond paradoxically
to the current conditions in order
to further the concept of separation
and duality.

2pm
12pm
2pm

4pm
6pm

4pm

12pm

6pm

10am

10am

8pm

8am

8am

10pm
6am
4am

N

MARCH 21st

SITE

2pm
12pm

JUNE 21st
The colored wedges in the diagrams to the left
represent the sun path for 2-hour ranges. The
wedges are formed by the azimuth and altitude
angles for each time of day for the corresponding
date31.

4pm
6pm

2pm
12pm

10am

8am

SEPT 23rd

4am - 6am
6am - 8am
8am - 10am
10am - 12pm
12pm - 2pm
2pm - 4pm
4pm - 6pm
6pm - 8pm
10pm - 12am

DEC 21st

All sun azimuths and altitudes based on the exact latitude and longitude of the site. The dates
selected are the equinoxes and solstices of the
2007 calendar year.

SUN PATH
Most locations in the world experience noticeable changes in sunlight
as the seasons change.
At this site’s northern latitude, the
changes in sunlight are extreme and
thus a significant design concern.
Daylighting opportunities are virtually non-existent through December
and January, whereas the summer
months bring an over abundance
of sunlight. In the winter, alternate
sources of light are needed, while
in the summer shading becomes a
necessity.

SITE ANALYSIS
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The large trees of the site may offer
a natural solution to shading. However, the views of the mountains
to the south are experienced best
where the trees retreat back from
the riverbank. This opens up a potential building site to an onslaught
of sunlight in the summer but also
takes advantage of what little sun
there is during the long winter.

DIRECTION

SEPARATION AND ISOLATION

With the concepts I drew from my
investigation of faith and worship in
mind, I chose precedent studies and
a site with the intent of designing a
place of worship as a remote destination.

To visit the worship center requires
travel, emphasizing faith as a process but also creating a physical
separation from society that echoes
the spiritual one that Christianity demands.

PRECEDENTS

The Private Chapel, designed by
Estudio-Madridejos, makes a statement about separation not only with
its location but also with its form. The
harsh transition from ground to building and building to sky resonated
with me as an example of a building
rebelling against its surroundings
aesthetically. I feel that this concept
could be used in my solution to exemplify my concept of the Christian
lifestyle as a rebellion against today’s society.

The four precedent studies I chose
have helped me understand how
architectural strategies can make a
statement about my notions of faith
and worship. Isolation, separation
and intimacy are all qualitative aspects that I feel support these notions.
A JOURNEY

QUALITATIVE PROGRAM
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In my opinion, designing a worship
center for a remote site lends itself
to tackling the duality of an intimate
setting for an individual and an environment conducive to community.
The bike ride I took during which I
ultimately settled on my site also
roused the concept of a pilgrimage.
Aside from the intimacy that a remote site provides, the location also
requires a journey to get to it. The
journey analogy seems so appropriately paired with my idea of faith
as a process which I can attempt to
manifest in my final solution.

DUALITY OF SPACE
Furthermore, once on site visitors
can either experience the setting and
architecture as an individual or as a
small, temporary community. Just as
Eisenman explored this duality with
his Holocaust Memorial, my solution
will hopefully embrace the duality
of an intimate, personal experience
paired with a concern for a group.
While some may choose to travel to
the site in search of quiet introspection and communion with God on an

individual basis, others may use the
site as a faith-based retreat for small
groups to engage in fellowship, worshipping together.
SITE
An analysis of the site conditions
have also revealed a number of inherent qualities that embody the
concept of faith as a journey and the
duality of personal and community
space.
The transitions from highway to road,
road to trees, trees to grass, grass
to rock, and rock to water all provide
thresholds that may be used to symbolically represent the worshipers
transition from human culture to the
presence of God. Also, the extremes
in the climate from one season to
the next are awesome examples
of transition and duality. Whether
from warm to cold or light to dark
or green to white the changes that
occur between summer and winter
offer an opportunity for a symbolic
response.
Aalto’s Säynätsalo Town Hall is a
prime example of responding to a
site in order to create a sense of
place. This project’s setting is particularly applicable due to it’s similarity
with my site. The tall trees and light-

ing conditions are dealt with expertly
to create humane spaces and connection to the landscape. Though I
feel my solution should have more of
an abstracted relationship to its surroundings, much like Estudio Sancho-Madridejos’ Private Chapel, the
use of light and scale is undeniably
important. While Holl’s Chapel of St.
Ignatius is an inspiring example of
controlling light, especially in a religious context, Aalto’s expertise may
prove more useful in dealing with the
low angles of a northern location.
SOLUTION

QUALITATIVE PROGRAM

In short, I intend to design as a remote destination that embodies the
duality of personal and community
Christian worship. My intention is to
provide spaces for a small community of worshipers, but also areas that
evoke a connectedness with God on
a personal level.
In addition, responding to the site
will hopefully add symbolic features
that will further the essence of my
solution.
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Program concept sketch.

REMOTE WORSHIP CENTER
ARRIVAL
PARKING

9 STALLS, 1 ADA

DROP OFF SHELTER

1 space, ADA

PROCESSION

varies

FACILITIES
RESTROOMS

120

sf 1 M, 1 F

1,110

sf

80

sf each (4)

COMMUNITY
SANCTUARY / WORSHIP SPACE
INDIVIDUAL
PRAYER / MEDITATION ROOMS

QUANTITATIVE PROGRAM
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TOTAL

1,350 sf

TOTAL SITE

251,907 sf

INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE 2006
Ch. 3: USE and OCCUPANCY
302.1 Assembly
303.1 Assembly Group
A-3
Places of religious worship
Ch. 5: GENERAL BUILDING HEIGHTS and AREAS
from Table 503
Group A-3
Type 2-A Construction: 3 stories, 15,500 sq. ft.
Ch. 6: TYPES of CONSTRUCTION
from Table 601: Fire Resistance Rating 		
			
Requirements (hours)
		
Structural Frame
1
		
Bearing Walls		
			
Interior/Exterior 1
		
Non-Bearing Walls
			
Interior/Exterior 0
		
Floor Construction
1
		
Roof Construction
1

CODE REVIEW
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Ch. 10: MEANS of EGRESS
Section 1004 - Occupant Load (sq. ft. per occ.)
		
Assembly without fixed seats
			
Concentrated Chairs
7
			
Standing Space		
5
		
Educational
			
Classroom		
20
		
Library
			
Reading Room		
50
			
Stack Area		
100
		
Stages and Platforms		
15
Section 1019 - Number of Exits
		
from Table 1019.1:
		
1-500 occupant load = 2 exits per story

Ch. 11: ACCESSIBILITY
Section 1104 - Accessible Route
		
1104.1 Site Arrival Point
		
1104.2 Within a Site
		
1104.3 Connected Spaces
		
1104.5 Location
Section 1105 - Accessible Entrances
		
1105.1 60% of all public entrances
		
must be accessible.
Section 1106 - Parking and Passenger Loading
		
Facilities
		
from Table 1106.1:Total Parking 		
				
Spaces
			
Accessible wheelchair spaces
			
per total spaces provided:
				
2 per 26 to 50
				
3 per 51 to 75
				
4 per 76 to 100
Ch. 29: PLUMBING SYSTEMS
from Table 2902.1
Minimum Number of Required Plumbing
Fixtures
Occupancy: A-3
Description: Places of worship and other
		
religious services
Water Closets
		
Men		
1/150 occupants
		
Women		
1/75 occupants
Lavatories
		
Men		
1/200 occupants
		
Women		
1/200 occupants
Drinking Fountains
1/1000 occupants
Other 			
1 service sink

A TRINITY OF EXPERIENCES
1-1 Concept model of progression
based on the changing path of the
Salcha River over the last twenty
years
1-2 Perspective looking south from
parking

2-1 Concept model based on trinity
and duality

3-1 Concept sketch of bridging from
the natural to the built

2-2 Perspective looking west
through trinity columns

3-2 Perspective looking south from
entry of worship center

2-3 Perspective from river looking
northwest at night

3-3 Structural diagram of worship
center

2-4 Floor plan of worship center

3-4 Interior perspective looking west
from prayer/meditation niche (left);
Interior perspective of interactive
cube cubby (right)

1-3 Geographical context of site
1-4 Elevated walkway detail
1-5 Perspective looking south from
trinity columns in winter

2-5 Perspective looking south from
trinity columns in summer

3-5 Thesis statement

DESIGN
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The following fifteen pages are the final presentation boards which describe my final design solution. Please note that these
pages have been scaled to fit the dimensions of this book. The original dimension of each panel is 12” H x 20” W.

IMAGE CREDITS
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Drawing by William Burrows.
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Drawing by William Burrows.
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Drawing by William Burrows.
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Drawing by William Burrows.
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Clockwise from top left: Contemporary Church
Architecture pg. 115, CCA pg. 195, Alvar Aalto
pg. 135, http://www.scrapbookpages.com/Ber
lin2002/JewishMemorial/index.html.
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Graphic by William Burrows based on Google
Earth images.
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Graphic by William Burrows based on Google
Earth images.
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Graphic by William Burrows based on Google
Earth images, photos by Susan Burrows.
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Photos by Susan Burrows.
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Top: Photos by Susan Burrows
Below from left: St. Matthew’s, FIrst Presbyte
rian, and Zion Lutheran churches of Fairbanks,
Alaska.
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Clockwise from top left: CCA pg. 115, 111, and
112.
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Clockwise from top: www.rogerlsimon.com/.../
05/trying_to_expla.php, http://www.scrapbook
pages.com/Berlin2002/JewishMemorial/index.
html, http://www.scrapbookpages.com/Ber
lin2002/JewishMemorial/index.html.
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Charts: www. city-data.com (altered for clarity
by William Burrows).
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Renderings by William Burrows, image of site
from Google Earth.
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Clockwise form top left: CCA pg. 193, 195,
190, and 192.
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Drawings by William Burrows
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Clockwise from top left: AA pg. 129, 130, 135,
135, and 137.
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Drawings by William Burrows
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Presentation boards by William Burrows
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Photo by Susan Burrows
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Graphic by William Burrows, based on Google
Earth images.
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Graphic by William Burrows based on images
from the FNSB GIS and Google Earth.
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